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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Semi-submersibles (semis) are column stabilized units with pontoons.  Although some semis have so-called “ring pontoons,” semisthat are not intended to operate in a single location usually have “twin pontoons” and these pontoons are usually interconnectedwith braces.Due to the wave loads on the hull of the semi (“prying,” “squeezing” or “racking”), significant loading of the braces can occur attheir connections.  Some of the loading is due to direct wave pressure on the braces, but a large component of the loading at thebrace ends is due to differential loading on the pontoons.Considering that the wave loading is cyclical, fatigue life considerations typically drive the design and sizing of the brace membersand their connections.Given the relative stiffness of the braces compared with the deck, the majority of the differential pontoon wave load is transferredthrough the column to deck connection, and the braces simply move with the pontoons.  Reinforcing the brace to hull connectionincreases the rotational stiffness of the connection, attracting more load and making this reinforcement an ineffective way toaddress the connection fatigue issues. Because the deck is so much stiffer than the braces, this reinforcement does not influencebrace deflection significantly, and the racking deflection is not reduced by reinforcing the braces.This presentation introduces a newly developed connection for brace to hull connections on semis.  In particular,the invention (patent applied for) presented here, looks to reduce the rotational stiffness of the brace to hull connection, therebyreducing the bending moment and reducing the need for local reinforcement requirements of the connection needed to achievethe target fatigue life.  By reducing the local reinforcement requirements, a reduced structural weight of the brace connection canbe attained.



PRYING/SQUEEZING LOADS ON A SEMI
The figures below depict prying, squeezing and racking loads of a twin pontoon semi (from the Handbook ofOffshore Engineering, edited by S. Chakrabarti, pages 500-501).The prying and squeezing cases produces tension and compression loads on the braces, while the racking caseproduces brace bending due to the differential movement of the pontoons.



CONTEXTUAL ILLUSTRATIONThe Figure below highlights the main parts of a typical semi.   This illustration is provided for reference whendetailing the standard connection and the optimized new connection in the coming slides.
1 – Pontoons
2 – Columns
3 – Braces
4 – Brace to Hull Connection
5 – Upper Deck Structure
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STANDARD AND NEW CONNECTIONSThe figures below show a “standard” brace connection and a possible embodiment of the new connection.
10 – Column or Pontoon Outer Plate (shell)
11 – Brace
12 – Brace to Hull Connection

Standard brace to hull connection

20 – Outer Transition Piece
21 – Outer Band with Increase Plate Thickness
22 – Reduced Radius before Connection
23 – Warping Plate

New brace to hull connection



NEW CONNECTION DETAILSThe figure below shows details for a possible embodiment of the new connection.
11 – Brace
20 – Outer Transition Piece
21 – Outer Band with Increase Plate Thickness
22 – Reduced Radius before Connection
23 – Warping Plate
24 – Flex Element
25 – Diaphragm plates
26 – 1st Set of Cruciform plates
27 – 2nd Set of Cruciform Diaphragm plates
28 – Hull Structure



HOW IT WORKS
• The two figures below depict the stress components of a typical connection and that of the optimizedconnection.
• For the new brace to the hull connection the bending stress is significantly reduced mostly due to the flexelement suffering only axial loads.
• Note that the bending stress is significantly reduced because d << D.

DAxial + Bending Axial
Negligible Bending Shear d

Center of Rotation

Standard brace to hull connection New brace to hull connection



SAMPLE ANALYSISIn order to demonstrate the benefits of the new connection with reduced bending stiffness, a generic semi withtwin pontoons and transverse braces was analyzed for a typical operating condition in oblique waves inducingracking.
The animation below shows the motions and deformations of the semi, clearly showing the differentialdisplacement of the pontoons, which in turn causes differential displacement of the transverse braces.



SAMPLE ANALYSISThis animation shows a different view of the same results, more clearly showing the differential displacement ofthe transverse brace ends.  For effect, the vertical displacements are magnified.
Typical relative displacements at the transverse brace ends are in the 6-8 inch range.



FIXED-FIXED VS PIN-PIN ENDS
The figures below show the stress plots for braces subject to axial loading and differential end displacement.  Thetwo plots correspond toa) typical connections (fixed-fixed ends)b) new optimized connection (pin-pin ends).As is evident, the brace with the new connection has lower stresses.

PIN-PIN Ends

FIXED-FIXED Ends



SUMMARYThe brace to hull connection patent applied for and described in this presentation, to be used on semi-submersibles, offers the following benefits:
• Lower rotational stiffness at the brace ends produces lower bending moment due to differential movementof the brace ends caused by racking motions of the semi in oblique waves.
• Lower bending moment means lower bending stresses at the brace ends.
• Lower bending stresses at the brace ends means lower brace to hull connection stresses.
• Lower bending brace to hull connection stresses means increased fatigue life with lower amounts of steelreinforcement is required.
• Lower steel reinforcement at the brace to hull connections means lower steel lightship for the semi.
• Lower steel lightship for the semi means savings in construction cost, and more importantly, increases inVDL.



CONTACT INFORMATIONFor additional information on the patented brace to hull connection, contact
Roy Cottrellroyhcottrell@gmail.com+1 281.433.4715
Or
Jose Vazquezjvazquez@3denttech.com+1 713.825.9520


